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 This paper presents a set of features for age estimation from face image. These features 
are localized forms of standard statistical features which are Standard Deviation, Ratio, 

and Roughness value. These features can be used to represent face vitality, which has 

noticeable changes over the long intervals of ages; in young ages smooth faces can be 
recognized with small differences in image face values, while in older ages, rough faces 

with more significance can be noticed. Proposed features have two important 

properties, their dependence on pixel values rather than the location in the image, which 
leads to the robustness to image rotation due to the unpredictable face direction.  

Second one is the localization of statistical measurements in order to reduce 

illumination effect, which is one of the most rigid effects that affect image datasets. In 
order to gauge the effectiveness of these features, a series of experiments is conducted 

on the standard FG-Net face dataset. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Age estimation importance is increasingly rising according to the needs of it in different applications. Some 

under age kids should be prevented from buying wines or cigarettes; age of victims or criminals need to be 

estimated; under age teenagers must prevented from browsing webpages with adult contents. One of the most 

well-known tools for age estimation is the face because it contains most of the identification information for the 

age and it is the most frequently captured part of the human body (Mathew G, 2009). 

 Recently, human faces have a lot of interest in individual's authentication operations, accordingly the 

automatic authentication and surveillance devices were widely used in verifying individual identity and areas 

controlling; on the other hand an intrusion may occur using well tampered plastic mask. To distinguish between 

real and faked faces, many researches were accomplished in the last decade; in spite of their accomplishments, a 

lot is still to do (Mathew G, 2009) and (Amirhosein, et al, 2011).  

 

Background of problem: 
 Age estimation can be considered as the approach of assigning specific age to specific image depending on 

set of features. This approach has different types of proposed features that have discriminant properties. Some 

studies proposed frequency domain features using transformation and distributions combined with dimension 

reduction methods (Asuman and vasif, 2008) and (Xin et al., 2007); other works tend to use spatial domain 

features (Ramesha et al., 2009); one the most well-known features of this type are the face landmarks and their 

geometrical measurements, which can identify face changes over age via their locations and distances between 

them (Tao et al., 2012) and (Andrea et al., 2009). Another type of spatial domain features was face texture; 

extracted features from this type had lack of usage in age estimation studies, since this type of feature didn’t 

yield detailed age classification (Narayanan et al., 2009). Wrinkles were early features that can be extracted 

representing face texture in senior adult ages (John Hatzis, 2004), in addition to facial muscles and their 

developing over age progression (Narayanan et al., 2008). Some authors tend to combine texture and contour 

features in order to enhance the performance of them (Yan-Ming and Bao-Liang, 2010). In addition, face vitality 

was proposed to be used in age estimation although it was used for face verification issues (Aruni and Sanjay, 

2012). In spite of good results yielded in previous studies, a lot is remained to be performed (Mathew G., 2009) 

and (Narayanan et at., 2009). 
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 Some problems still affect the accuracy of extracted features in previous studies. Firstly, there is the big 

challenge of illumination which affects the results of many techniques in age estimation fields that use face 

images; this problem leads some studies to accomplish a lot of preprocessing operations in order to reduce 

illumination effect (Chyuan-Huei, 2004). Other studies tend to extract their features in invariant illumination 

circumstances (Amirhosein, et al, 2011).  

 Secondly, different ages provide different types of features to be extracted; using same classifier to classify 

different features from different age stage led the results to be more efficient in certain age than the other (Juha 

et al., 2012). To avoid this deviation in the results, some studies tend to study age estimation in exact age 

interval in order to yield high classification accuracy (John Hatzis, 2004) and (Narayanan and Rama, 2006). 

Other problems are related to face image datasets, whereas old images are generally with low quality; on the 

other hand images are taken due to some events which are not in stable periods of time which may leads to 

unstable results. Overall the studies produced encouraging results with high accuracy of 89% (Aruni et al., 

2012); 

 Face vitality had been recently studied for different applications in addition to age estimation (Yogendra 

and Sanjay, 2011). Over age progression, it is referred to as face smoothness which has noticeable changes over 

a long period of age see Fig 1; in child face, smooth face can be obviously seen, this smoothness is reduced with 

the progression of age; in senior adult face rough face (maybe with wrinkles) is found. Smooth face leads to 

little differences between pixel values, and rough face leads to high differences between them (John Hatzis, 

2004) and (Narayanan and Rama, 2006).; see Fig 2.  

 

 
 

 This study proposes face vitality in form smoothness which can be measured depending on the variation of 

pixel values. These features have distinguishable values with noticeable changes over the three main age stages. 

According to face vitality, human age can be classified into three main classes: Child, Adult, and Senior Adult. 

Some statistical measurements are proposed in this study to represent face vitality depending on smoothness and 

roughness. 

 

Statistical Measurements: 

 In the form of smoothness and roughness, face vitality can be represented using statistical measurements for 

variation. One of the most well-known variation measurements is the standard deviation (SD); it gives high 

value for rough face because of the high deviation in pixel values and low value for smooth face. On the other 

hand, it is sensitive to the extremism in values which can be caused by illuminated effects. This leads to the 

other measurement which normalizes SD by the average of the tested values and called ratio value (R). See Fig. 

3, in which, SD, and R were computed from two images for the same person at the same age; one of them is 

totally illuminated and the other is normal. Obviously R is less sensitive to illumination than SD.  

 Another measurement of values deviation is roughness (rou) value that measures the total summation of 

successive differences normalized by the total summation of values deviation from their average (K, 

Nagabushanam et al., 2005) and (Trevor et al., 2008). See Fig. 4 which illustrates the behavior of SD values 

over age progression referring to the similar behavior of R and rou.  

 

 
  

 They have a main advantage due to their dependency on the value regardless its position, which means that 

they are robust to the rotation. This property is important in age estimation using face image due to 

unpredictable face orientation. On the other hand they have disadvantage of the sensitivity to the illumination. 

To reduce the effect of illumination, this study uses localized forms of these measurements. 
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Proposed method: 

 The main methodology of this work can be divided into three stages, preprocessing, feature extraction, and 

classification. 

  

 Preprocessing: 

 This study proposes set of features that can be extracted from face image for age estimation, whereas all 

dataset images contain details besides face area. Thus, a face detector is used to extract the face from the whole 

image. Proposed features represent skin vitality in the face; therefore, skin detector is used to remove non-skin 

areas. The main concentration of proposed features in this work is the variation face values and a lot of datasets 

images -especially old ones- are blurred. Edge enhancement mask is used to highlight the differences and 

enhance the variation between the values. 

 

 Feature Extraction: 

 Proposed features can be divided into two types according to the localization method; localized forms of SD 

(α) and of R (β) avoid illumination effects by dividing tested image into blocks and compute the local average 

for each block. Localization of these features will be by measuring the deviation of image values from the local 

average of each of them, since illumination mostly affects some area within the image, which leads to raise the 

values of illuminated areas higher than their real values and higher than the values of the other areas. According 

to this, illumination effect has been reduced twice; firstly by using R which is less sensitive to the illumination 

than SD in totally illuminated images. Secondly by dividing the images into blocks and computing the 

measurements depending on local average, which is for partially illuminated images. See Fig. 5 in which 

localization of the features reduces illumination effects. 

 

 
 

 On the other hand, localized form of roughness value (ϴ) can be found by localizing the form of rou itself 

and where (Gebhard and Jürgen, 2007):- 

𝑟𝑜𝑢 =
  𝑥𝑖−𝑥𝑖−1 

2

  𝑥𝑖−𝜇 2
           

             (1) 

 It’s obvious that this form computes the total amount of differences the successive values divided by total 

amount of values deviation from their average. In this case, values deviation and successive differences 

accumlated for the illuminated and normal areas. To avoid this, local successive differences are normalized by 

their deviation from the average as:- 
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 In addition to localizing each successive difference by its deviation from the average, dividing the image 

into blocks will be utilized to measure the deviation of the values from local averages.  

 These features are computed for skin areas of the face, and due hair style, mouth situation, and wared 

accessories, skin areas are not equl for all faces, thus each of computed features is related to the number of 

tested pixels in face image; though this number is used as supporting feature for the proposed features rather 

than a stand alone feature. 
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 Evaluation Measurements:  

 To evaluate the results of this study two standard evaluation forms will be used, these standard methods 

were used in several researches, (Mathew G, 2009): 

 a. Classification Accuracy (CA): this standard is used to measure the accuracy of the proposed 

measurements representing face vitality for age estimation using Support Vector Machine SVM, which 

classifies face image as child, adult, or senior adult.  

 b. Classification error: standard RMSE will be used to measure the deviation between the real and 

estimated age class, not the exact age. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 This study built the results using a well-known FG-net face dataset, which contain natural faces from 

different races with variant age stages. It consists of (1002) images: (816 colored and 186 gray scaled); the 

images can be divided into three categories: Extremely distorted (17 images), fairly distorted (192 images) that 

need for preprocessing, and good quality images. Extremely distorted image are excluded in this study; colored 

images are converted to gray scaled images. The proposed methods is trained on 498 images as age series for 23 

male and 21 female series. In testing stage, proposed method was applied on 487 images for 22 male and 21 

female series. 

 SVM was used to classify proposed features and estimate the age in order to assign the face to child, adult, 

or senior adult age stage. Results are represented using incoming Fig.ures in which the solid line is real age and 

the dash-line is the estimated age using the statistical measures. Localized statistical measures are represented 

using point-line. 

  SVM using SD as a vitality feature yielded (76.32%) for classification accuracy (CA) with (12.64) for 

RMSE; most of missclassified imaged have illumination problems. α was less sensitive to the illuminaton, CA 

was (81.81%) and RMSE was (5.83). see Fig. 6 in which, most of estimated ages using α were nearer to real age 

than using SD. 

 
 

 β performance with SVM was better than α, but the amount of improvement was bigger in SD to α  ( from 

76.32 to 81.81) than R to β ( from 79.25 to 82.44); that because  SD is totally localized to be α, while R is 

essencially localized SD by the average, then it’s localization to be β is a partial localization. See Fig. 7. RMSE 

was (11.89) for R,and (4.23) for β. 

 

 
 

 ϴ yielded higher results than SD and R with amount of improvement in CA bigger than both of them (from 

78.12 to 83.89); on the other hand, RMSE for rou was not encouraging whereas it was (12.73) , while it was 

(3.92) for ϴ. Most of the missclassified were in adult age period, which affect CA and RMSE, since in adult age 

stage, roughness began to rise partially in form of light lines around mouth and eyes. see Fig. 8 

 Each of these measures has an individual efficiency representing the vitality; yet together they have better 

representing for face vitality. Results shows that the performance of all (LSD, LR, lrou, and the number of tested 

values No.) yielded (92.83) for CA with RMSE equal to (4.03) see Fig. 9.  

By ignoring even the fairly distorted images and using SVM with all of the localized features extracted from 

(278) high quality images, the performance was (94.89) with RMSE equal to (2.91), see Fig. 10.  
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Summary: 

 Previous results can be described as:- 

1- Α,β and ϴ can be individually used as efficient features to represent face vitality for age progression at 

encouraging results. 

2-  They can be efficiently used with the number of tested pixel in each image as an over-all signs to represent 

face vitality over age progression. Table 1 summarizes the results of CA and RMSE for them. 

3-  These features are robust to the illumination and rotation. 

Table 1 summarizes the obtained results for the proposed features representing face Vitality with SVM 

classifier. 

 
Table 1: Result summary for proposed features using SVM classifier. 

 SD R rou all all using HQ images 

CA 81.81 82.44 83.89 92.83 94.89 

RMSE 5.83 4.23 3.92 4.03 2.91 

 

Future work: 

 In spite of what is done in this paper there are some future proposed works to be focused on in future such 

as :- 

 The main scoap of this paper is to find face features to efficiently represent face vitality rather than image 

classification, therefor standard classifier (SVM) was used and more other classifierscan be used with these 

features. It is also interesting to investigate dividing the image into different sizes of blocks in order to find the 

best division against illumination. On the other hand, heighest classification accuracy was reached using high 

quality images,which is not always available; proper preprocessing operation should be used to enhance image 

qualiy, these operation should ensure the quality of face areas to keep vitality features safe. Finally, these 

features depends on face vitality and generally face vitality, which is a major feature in gender recognition 

issues, thus, these features can be used in gender recognition researches. 
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